1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Coronaviruses (CoV) are a group of non-segmented positive single-stranded RNA, with size up to 32 kb, belonging to the Coronaviridae family and Nidovirales order \[[@bb0005],[@bb0010]\]. Seventeen coronaviruses can infect humans. Typically, this infection presents slight symptoms, like a common cold. However, among them, three cause the same symptoms but with higher intensity and are also responsible for atypically severe pneumonia complications, which increases their mortality compared to other viruses \[[@bb0005], [@bb0010], [@bb0015], [@bb0020], [@bb0025]\].

In the last two decades, three CoV outbreaks have spread widely, becoming world pandemics. The first began in the winter of 2002 in China, where viral pneumonia caused by CoVs resulted in severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV-1), officially infecting 8906 people in 26 countries and leading to 774 deaths \[[@bb0030],[@bb0035]\]. The second was 2012 in Saudi Arabia, called Middle East respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV), which led to death of 37% of infected patients. MERS-CoV spread to 27 countries, infecting 2254 people and causing 800 deaths worldwide \[[@bb0030],[@bb0040]\].

The third outbreak is ongoing, a pandemic situation that started in December 2019 in China. Patients developed new severe pneumonia (COVID-19) caused by SARS-CoV-2.COVID-19. The disease spread rapidly to 210 countries, at this writing infecting almost 5 million people and causing around 362 thousand deaths \[[@bb0045],[@bb0050]\], figures that are rising steeply. The origin of SARS-CoV-2 is obscure. Although there are similarities between SARS-CoV-2 and bat SARS-CoV-like coronaviruses, the progenitor is hard identify \[[@bb0015],[@bb0055],[@bb0060]\].

Genome sequence data has revealed at least 70% similarity between SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 \[[@bb0015],[@bb0060], [@bb0065], [@bb0070]\]. Both coronaviruses share the same entry path in human cells, but with particularities. SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 possess a membrane-bound trimeric spike (S) protein, which has a receptor-binding domain (RBD) able to interact with Angiotensin I Converting Enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor in human cells \[[@bb0035],[@bb0075]\]. Despite the similarities, the S protein from SARS-CoV-2 has modifications in the RBD sequence that enhance the affinity with ACE2 of humans. Indeed, the SARS-CoV-2 S protein has a 20-fold higher affinity with human ACE2 than the S protein from SARS-CoV-1, leading to faster spread from human to human \[[@bb0015],[@bb0035],[@bb0065], [@bb0070], [@bb0075]\].

As yet there are no drugs for clinical treatment or vaccines to prevent human infection by SARS-CoV-2. Drug repositioning seems to be a faster method to find an effective medicine to treat clinical symptoms of COVID-19 \[[@bb0080]\]. However, in this chaotic scenario, computational screening and molecular docking (MD) are promising alternatives to find a new or existing drug to treat symptoms of COVID-19. In all those MD analyses, a common target has been tested, the SARS-CoV-2 S protein, because it is essential to the entry in cells to start the infection process \[[@bb0085], [@bb0090], [@bb0095], [@bb0100], [@bb0105]\].

Here we report a MD study using eight antimicrobial peptides (*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepI, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepIII \[[@bb0110],[@bb0115]\], *RcAlb*-PepI, *RcAlb*-PepII, *RcAlb*-PepIII \[[@bb0120]\], PepGAT and PepKAA \[[@bb0125]\] (unpublished data)) that target the SARS-CoV-2 S protein. With different affinities, all peptides interact with the RBD from the SARS-CoV-2 S protein. By interacting with SARS-CoV-2 S protein, peptides change its native conformation, inducing incorrect interaction with the ACE2 receptor and thus blocking the entry of SARS-CoV-2 into the cell. The MD results suggest peptides as potential alternative molecules to be used against SARS-CoV-2. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to employ synthetic peptides as drugs to target spike protein from SARS-CoV-2.

2. Methodology {#s0010}
==============

2.1. Three-dimensional (3D) structures {#s0015}
--------------------------------------

The 3D structures of *Mo-*CBP~3~-PepI, *Mo-*CBP~3~-PepII, and *Mo-*CBP~3~-PepIII were the same reported by Oliveira et al. \[[@bb0110]\]. The 3D structures of *Rc*Alb-PepI, *Rc*Alb-PepII, *Rc*Alb-PepIII were the same as employed by Dias et al. \[[@bb0120]\]. The 3D structures of PepGAT and PepKAA were the same as employed by Souza et al. \[[@bb0125]\]. The 3D structure files of SARS-CoV-2 Spike protein (open state, PDB: [6VYB](pdb:6VYB){#ir0005}; closed state, PDB: [6VXX](pdb:6VXX){#ir0010}) and human ACE2 (ACE2; PDB: [1R42](pdb:1R42){#ir0015}) were downloaded from Protein Data Bank (PDB, <https://www.rcsb.org/>).

2.2. Bioinformatic analyses of antiviral potential of synthetic peptides {#s0020}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Bioinformatics was employed to evaluate whether the peptides presented any antiviral potential. We used the free server iAMPPred (<http://cabgrid.res.in:8080/amppred/>).

2.3. Molecular docking (MD) assays {#s0025}
----------------------------------

Blind molecular docking assays were carried out in two systems. First, the molecular docking experiments involved synthetic peptides (ligands) against SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein in the open state (6VYB) and closed state (6VXX). Second, SARS-CoV-2 spike-peptide complexes were tested by molecular docking against the ACE2 human receptor. All molecular docking experiments were performed using the ClusPro 2.0 server (<https://cluspro.org>), which is the best performing server currently available for the CAPRI challenge \[[@bb0130]\]. It is also used for the study of inhibitor-enzyme, peptide-protein, and inhibitor-protein complexes, additionally allowing the analysis and choice of the most appropriate scoring scheme for the complex in this study \[[@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145]\].

The GPU option was selected because it uses more specific computer graphic units of the Massachusetts Green High-Performance Computing Center (MGHPC). The choice of models was standardized and followed the criteria use of the same scoring scheme (Balanced) and balance between the number of members and lowest binding energy. The balanced scoring scheme has the best weight coefficients for the energy used in the structures. The best complexes generated by molecular docking studies were analyzed in terms of interface energy and interaction between surface residues, and for models with a high number of members. The first 12 models of the balanced energy parameter were used for the analysis of waste and interface energy, and models with less than 20 anchored structures were excluded from the analysis. The models were also selected from the analysis of the PIPER energy in the center of the cluster, that is, the structure that has the largest number of neighboring structures in the center of the cluster, as well as from the analysis of the structure that had the lowest energy of the cluster.

2.4. Minimization and equilibration by molecular dynamics simulation {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To reach a higher stabilized state, the six systems of interest (S protein closed:: ACE2; S protein open::ACE2; S protein closed::*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII::ACE2; S protein open::*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII::ACE2; S protein closed::PepKAA:: ACE2; and S protein open::PepKAA:: ACE2) were minimized and equilibrated using Gromacs version 2018.4 \[[@bb0150]\]. Initially, the topology was recorded using the OPLS-AA/L all-atom force field \[[@bb0155],[@bb0160]\], after a cubic box was created with 2 nm from the box edge. The box solvation was done with the SPC/E water model. The systems were neutralized and Na^+^ and Cl^−^ ions were added at a concentration of 0.15 M. The minimization was carried out until reaching negative potential energy and maximum force under 1000 kJ mol^−1^ nm^−1^. Finally, the equilibration of temperature and pressure was performed for 100 ps.

2.5. Analysis of the complexes interface {#s0035}
----------------------------------------

The database for structural analysis of 3D structures PDBdum (EMBL - EBI; <http://www.ebi.ac.uk/pdbsum>) was used to analyze the general content of the interface region resulting from the molecular docking tests. The Ligplot software was used to generate the 2D figures with the hydrogen bonds and the hydrophobic interactions, and the Pymol software was used to generate the figures with 3D structures \[[@bb0140]\]. The Pymol software, in addition to being used to visualize the molecular structure of models, was also used to identify molecular interactions between complexes, identify polar and non-polar interactions, and perform the alignment of structures. PyMol was also used to calculate RMSD and generate the score for the overlapping of structures.

2.6. Refinement and validation of structures {#s0040}
--------------------------------------------

The complex structures generated by the molecular docking tests were refined by the Galaxy Refine Complex, a tool belonging to the molecular interaction server GalaxyWEB. All 3D structures were validated for steric impediment by the MolProbity and PROCHECK servers.

3. Results {#s0045}
==========

3.1. Antiviral potential of synthetic peptides {#s0050}
----------------------------------------------

Before molecular docking analyses, the peptides were analyzed in an antiviral sever to evaluate whether or not they had antiviral potential. We only considered peptides that were at least 70% antiviral to be promising. Among all peptides tested, only four that criterion: *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepI, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, *RcAlb*-PepIII, and PepKAA, respectively with 70, 85, 84, 74% being antiviral ([Supplementary Table 1](#ec0005){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

3.2. Interaction of SARS-Cov-2 spike glycoprotein with human ACE2 receptor {#s0055}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

The subunits and domains of spike protein are represented in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} , in which their two conformational states are also observed: the closed state ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A) and the open state ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). As expected, in the open state ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B) the receptor-binding domain (RBD) responsible for interacting with the human ACE2 receptor was positioned outside the structure, favoring interaction with ACE2 ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}B). Additionally, it the S1 and S2 domains of spike protein, which are respectively responsible for the S1 domain\'s interaction with human ACE2 and viral and cell membrane fusion before entrance ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}A and B) \[[@bb0035]\]. The results of blind molecular docking assays performed by Cluspro 2.0 revealed that in both closed ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C) and open ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D) state, the spike protein can interact with ACE2. [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}D insert is a zoom view of the interaction between spike protein and ACE2 receptor.Fig. 1Trimeric structure of SARS-CoV-2 spike glycoprotein. The conformational states closed (A) and partially open (B) define the effectiveness of the connection to ACE2. The regions indicated by rectangles correspond to the RBD domains of the glycoprotein spike (A, B) and the PD domain (C, D) of ACE2. The vertical bars define the S1 and S2 subunits that are essential for initial SARS-CoV-2 infection. The enlarged area shows some interaction amino acids according to the crystals in the literature. The trimer chains are highlighted by the colors cyan, magenta, and green.Fig. 1

The interface region of the spike protein in the open state with ACE2 had the lowest energy among all the models generated, with the lowest binding energy (LBE), −1032.0 kJ·mol^−1^. Thus it was used as a control for the analysis of the interaction between peptides and spike protein. In the closed state, spike protein binds to a different region of ACE2 with an LBE of −899.0 kJ·mol^−1^ and interaction with 33 members. This model correlates with the literature data for the ACE2 region (31--41 interaction with spike protein; Uniprot: [Q9BYF1](uniprotkb:Q9BYF1){#ir0040} \[[@bb0165]\]), demonstrating the importance of open conformational state for binding with ACE2 and onset of infection ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}C).

These results confirm the predictions identified by \[[@bb0165]\], who suggested that spike protein must be in the open conformation to interact with the PD domain of ACE2 on the cell surface. The spike glycoprotein must expose the RBD domain for the interaction to occur, because in the closed conformational state, the ACE2 recognition motifs (RBDs) are buried at the interface between the proteins.

3.3. Molecular docking of SARS-Cov-2 S protein with peptides {#s0060}
------------------------------------------------------------

The molecular docking experiments were performed using the eight peptides against spike protein in both open ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} ) and closed ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} ) states. MD assays with the open state of spike protein showed that *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepI, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepIII, *RcAlb*-PepI, *RcAlb*-PepII and PepGAT interact with the S1 domain ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}A--E, G). In contrast, RcAlb-PepIII and PepKAA interacted with the S2 domain ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}F and H). Similar results were found out during the MD assays with peptides against the closed state of spike protein ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Only one difference was observed: in this model, *RcAlb*-PepIII interacted with the S1 domain of the spike protein instead of S2 as in the open state ([Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}G).Fig. 23D structures of the spike glycoprotein in the open state complexed with synthetic peptides and ACE2. The representation shows the viral protein in the partially open state. The RBD and PD domains of ACE2 (magenta) are altered due to the interaction between spike glycoprotein and the peptides. The connection to ACE2 does not occur between the RBD and PD domains. In the S protein, colors are defined by SS: alpha-helix in red, beta-sheets in yellow, and loops in green.Fig. 2Fig. 33D structures of the spike glycoprotein in the closed state complexed with synthetic peptides and ACE2. The representation shows the viral protein in the partially closed state. The RBD and PD domains of ACE2 (magenta) are altered due to the interaction between spike glycoprotein and the peptides. The connection to ACE2 does not occur between the RBD and PD domains. In the S protein, colors are defined by SS: alpha-helix in red, beta-sheets in yellow, and loops in green.Fig. 3

The number of hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions of the peptides and spike protein suggests their strong interaction, in both open ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} ) and closed ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} ) states. Our results revealed distinct behaviors of peptides when in contact with spike protein. Among the peptides that interacted with the S1 domain, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII presented the lowest binding energy, of −814.4 kJ·mol^−1^ ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), and the highest number of interactions (185), of which 170 were hydrophobic interactions and 15 were hydrogen bonds in the open state, and 173 were hydrophobic interactions and 12 were hydrogen bonds in the closed state ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}).Table 1Molecular interaction docking between synthetic peptides and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in the open state. The molecular docking assay was performed using the *ClusPro server 2.0* and structural analysis was performed by using the *Pymol* program.Table 1ComplexesLowest binding energy[a](#tf0005){ref-type="table-fn"}Hydrogen bonds[b](#tf0010){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of hydrophobic interactions[c](#tf0015){ref-type="table-fn"}SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepI−658.0THR~549~ (CYS~1~); ARG~567~ (CYS~8~); THR~572~ (GLN~5~); TYR~741~ (ARG~6~); ASN~856~ (GLN~5,~ ARG~6~); SER~975~ (CYS~7~); LEU~977~ (ARG~6~)111SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII−814.4CYS~391~ (CYS~8~); GLU~516~ (ASN~1~); LEU~517~ (CYS~6~, ASN~1~); ASN~544~ (ARG~7~); GLN~564~ (ARG~7~); ARG~567~ (PRO~4~, GLN~3~); ARG~577~ (ARG~7~); ASP~979~ (CYS~6~); SER~982~ (CYS~9~); ARG~983~ (CYS~9~).170SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepIII−700.8ASP~745~ (ARG~4~); SER~975~ (CYS~6~); ARG~1000~ (CYS~5~, CYS~6~); THR~549~ (ARG~4~); THR~573~ (GLN~3~); ILE~587~ (GLN~3~); CYS~590~ (ARG~4~)134SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepI−649.8ASP~568~ (LYS~2~); THR~573~ (ALA~1~); ASP~574~ (LYS~2~); LEU~977~ (PRO~5~); ASN~978~ (ALA~8~); ARG~1000~ (THR~6~)116SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepII−744.8THE~549~ (ALA~1~); GLY~744~ (ALA~8~); ASN~856~ (LEU~3~); ASN~978~ (PRO~5~); ARG~1000~ (THR~6~).143SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepIII−703.0ASP~745~ (SER~1~); ASN~856~ (GLY~4~); SER~975~ (CYS~6~); ARG~1000~ (CYS~5~); THR~549~ (LEU~2~, SER~1~); ASP~568~ (ARG~3~); ASP~574~ (ARG~3~); ILE~587~ (ARG~3~);123SARS-CoV2 spike protein/PepGAT−593.1TYR~756~ (GLY~1~); TYR~756~ (ALA~2~); GLU~990~ (ARG~5~); ASP~994~ (ARG~5~); ARG~995~ (ARG~5~); ARG~995~ (SER~9~); THR~998~ (THR~3~); GLU~990~ (ARG~10~); ASP~994~ (ARG~10~); ARG~995~ (ASN~8~)141SARS-CoV2 spike protein/PepKAA−674.9LYS~1086~ (PHE~9~); HIS~1088~ (TYR~8~); ARG~1091~ (ASN~4~); ASP~1118~ (ASN~4~); GLN~1142~ (ARG~5~); GLU~1144~ (LYS~1~); GLN~1113~ (LYS~7~); ASP~1118~ (LYS~1~); ASP~1139~ (LYS~1~); ASP~1139~ (LYS~1~)161[^1][^2][^3]Table 2Molecular interaction docking between synthetic peptides and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein in the closed state. The molecular docking assay was performed using the *ClusPro server 2.0* and structural analysis was performed by using the *Pymol* program.Table 2ComplexesLowest binding energy[a](#tf0020){ref-type="table-fn"}Hydrogen bonds[b](#tf0025){ref-type="table-fn"}Number of hydrophobic interactions[c](#tf0030){ref-type="table-fn"}SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepI−703.0THR~549~ (CYS~1~); ASP~568~ (GLN~5~); ASP ~571~ (CYS ~8~); THR~572~ (GLN~5~); MET~740~ (ARG ~6~); GLY~744~ (CYS ~7~); ASP~745~ (ARG~6~); PHE~855~ (GLN~5~); LEU~977~ (CYS~7~); ASN~978~ (CYS~7~); ARG~1000~ (ARG~6,~ CYS~8~, CYS~7~)194SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII−787.3TRP~353~ (CYS~8~); ASN~354~ (ASN~1~); ARG~355~ (CYS~8~); LYS~356~ (GLN~3~); ARG~357~ (GLN~3~); ARG~466~ (ASN~1~), (CYS~8~); THR~167~ (CYS~9~,); ASP~198~ (ARG~7~); TYR~200~ (ARG~7~); ILE~231~ (CYS~9~); GLY~232~ (CYS~9~).173SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepIII−723.8GLY~744~ (ALA~1~); ASP~745~ (ARG~4~); ASN~856~ (GLN~3~); ASN~978~ (ILE~2~); ARG~1000~ (CYS~5~); THR~573~ (GLN~3~); ILE~587~ (GLN~3~); CYS~590~ (ARG~4~).135SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepI−587.8ASN~121~ (ALA~8~); TYR~170~ (LEU~3~); SER~172~ (ALA~1~, LEU~3~); ARG~190~ (THR~6~, ILE~7~, ALA~8~)81SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepII−671.8ASP~994~ (LYS~2~, LEU~3~); ARG~995~ (THR~6~, PRO~5~); GLN~1002~ (LEU~9~); PHE~970~ (ALA~1~); ARG~995~ (LYS~2~)139SARS-CoV2 spike protein/*RcAlb*-PepIII−674.6ASN~978~ (GLY~4~); ARG~1000~ (CYS~5~); THR~573~ (SER~1~); CYS~590~ (ARG~3~).91SARS-CoV2 spike protein/PepGAT−619.0GLU~990~ (ARG~5~); ASP~994~ (ALA~2~, ARG~5~); ARG~995~ (ARG~5~, SER~9~); GLN~755~ (ARG~10~); TYR~756~ (ARG~10~); ASP~994~ (ARG~10~); ARG~995~ (ASN~8~).142SARS-CoV2 spike protein/PepKAA−715.6ASP~1118~ (LYS~7~); ASP~1139~ (LYS~7~); GLU~1144~ (ASN~4~, LYS~7~); HIS~1083~ (LYS~1~); ARG~1091~ (ALA~2~); ASP~1118~ (ARG~5~); VAL~1137~ (LYS~1~)175[^4][^5][^6]

3.4. Stable and balanced structures {#s0065}
-----------------------------------

All structures were minimized with potential energy of about −2.5 × 10^−7^ after 5500 energy minimization steps and maximum force of less than 1000 kJ mol^−1^ nm^−1^ ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}A). The minimized structures occurred at the equilibrium of temperature. From 5 to 100 ps, the temperature of all complexes was balanced at 300 K, with small variations ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}B). Finally, with variable pressure and density it was possible to observe equilibrium after 5 ps and continuing stability until 100 ps. The pressure and density equilibrium were achieved at about 0 bar and 1015 kg m^−3^, respectively ([Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}C and D). The final stable complexes were used in the subsequent analyses.Fig. 4Minimization and equilibrium of the S protein complexed with *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, PepKAA, and ACE2. The minimizations are observed through potential energy during the energy minimization step (A). The temperature, pressure and density equilibrium along 100 ps (B, C, and D, respectively). The S protein in closed form complexed with ACE2 is represented in green line and square. The open-complexed S protein with ACE2 is represented by the blue line and square. *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII with ACE2 and closed S protein is represented by the red line and square. The open S protein is represented in the gray line and square. PepKAA with ACE2 and closed S protein is represented by the black line and square, and when with open S protein is represented by a pink line and square.Fig. 4

3.5. Interaction of SARS-Cov-2 S protein with peptides {#s0070}
------------------------------------------------------

*Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII interacted with the α-helices spike S1 domain ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}A). This interaction is mainly supported by hydrogen bonds formed by Asn^1^, Gln^3^, Pro^4^, and Arg^7^ from *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, respectively with Glu^516^, Asp^40^, Arg^567^, Gln^564^, from the S1 domain of the S protein ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, other interactions were also crucial for this interaction, as revealed by Ligplot analyses, such as hydrogen bonds Asn^1^, Cys^6^, Arg^7^, and Cys^8^, from *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII with, respectively, Leu^517^, Leu^518^, Asp^979^, Arg^577^, Asn^544^, Cys^391^ ([Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"}C) from the S protein. Several hydrophobic interactions were observed in the residues with spoked red arcs.Fig. 53D and flat structure of the S protein complexed with *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and ACE2. Diagram of the interface region showing hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions are visualized in 3D (A, B) and 2D (C). The peptide *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII interacts with the α-helix of the S1 subunit. The images were generated automatically by Lig-Plot and analyzed on PyMol. In B, the peptide is shown in cyan and the viral protein in green. LigPlot images show peptide residues in dark blue and viral residues in dark red.Fig. 5

Regarding peptides that interacted with the S2 domain close to the transmembrane region of the spike protein ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}A), PepKAA was the best, with 171 interactions, including 10 hydrogen bonds and 161 hydrophobic interactions and an LBE value of −674.9 kJ·mol^−1^ in the open state ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}). The hydrogen bond interactions that support this were Lys^1^, Asn^4^, Arg^5^, and Lys^7^ from PepKAA, respectively, with Glu^1144^, Asp^1139^, Asp^1118^, and Lys^1086^ S2 domain of the S protein ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}B). Moreover, Ligplot analyses revealed several hydrophobic interactions with all PepKAA, represented by residues in spoked red arcs ([Fig. 6](#f0030){ref-type="fig"}C).Fig. 63D and flat structure of the S protein complexed with PepKAA and ACE2. Diagram of the interface region showing hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interactions are visualized in 3D (A, B) and 2D (C). The peptide PepKAA interacts with the α-helix of the S1 subunit. The images were generated automatically by LigPlot and analyzed on the PyMol. In B, the peptide is shown in cyan and the viral protein in green. LigPlot images show peptide residues in dark blue and viral residues in dark red.Fig. 6

3.6. Peptide-induced conformational changes in SARS-Cov-2 spike {#s0075}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Unfortunately, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII did not bind to the RBD domain of the spike protein in the S1 subunit. However, a meticulous analysis revealed an interesting point. The analysis of conformational alignment and overlapping of S protein structures, before and after interaction with *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, revealed that by interacting with the S1 subunit, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII induced a change in the conformational state of the S protein structure in the closed and open states ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}C and D) in comparison with the spike protein alone in the closed and open states ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}A and B). The RMSD of the spike protein in the closed and open state was 0, indicating typical 3D conformation. However, after interaction with *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, the RMSD values changed from 0 to 1.258 and 1.331, respectively, for the open and closed states. PepKAA also induced conformational changes in the S protein after interacting with the S2 domain ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}E and F), which was revealed by RMSD values that changed from 0 in the control to 1.262 and 1.342, respectively, in open and closed state of the S protein. These data suggest *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepGAT induce changes in the conformation of the S protein, which may decrease the binding affinity of the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein with human ACE2.Fig. 73D visualization SARS-CoV-2 S protein:peptides complexes and RMSD calculations. The RMSD calculation of the closed (A) and partially open (B) states of the viral protein before (in red) and after (green and blue) the interaction with the Mo-CBP3-PepII (C, D) peptides and PepKAA (E, F) suggest conformational alteration caused by the peptides. The structure before (red) and after (green) the interaction of *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and cyan for PepKAA. The structural alignment was carried out by Pymol.Fig. 7

3.7. Peptides do not lead to alterations in the structure of ACE2 receptor {#s0080}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------

MD assays were also carried out to investigate possible interaction between peptides and ACE2 receptor. The results revealed that both peptides interact with the extracellular region of the ACE2 ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}A and D). Even though interacting in the same region, the interaction energy and amino acids involved were different. *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII had a slightly lower affinity with ACE2, as shown by an LBE value of −665.5 kJ·mol^−1^. The amino acids involved in this interaction are Ile^2^ and C^9^ from *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII, respectively, with Try^158^ and Asp^615^ from ACE2 ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}B). For PepKAA, the LBE was −700.5 kJ·mol^−1^ and the amino acids involved were Arg^5^ and Gln^10^ with Tyr^158^, Asp^157^, Asp^615,^ and Ala^956^ from the ACE2 receptor ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}E).Fig. 8Representation of the interface of interaction between ACE2 and *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA. *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII (A, B) and PepKAA (D, E) did not bind to the PD domain of ACE2 and did not interfere with the binding to the RBD domain of the spike glycoprotein. RMSD data displayed of *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII (C) and PepKAA (D) suggest that the peptides do not cause a conformational change in the ACE2 protein. Overlapping of crystals before and after interaction with synthetic peptides is shown in magenta and green, respectively.Fig. 8

Even though both peptides bound to ACE2, none of them caused any conformational change in its structure ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}C and F). This result suggests that despite binding to ACE2, the peptides did not alter structure, and hence its function.

3.8. By interacting with spike protein, peptides block its interaction with ACE2 {#s0085}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

As shown above, the S protein can interact with ACE receptor in both closed and open state ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}A and B). However, only in the open state of S protein did the interaction happen correctly by the RBD domain of the S protein with the PD domain of ACE2 ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}B), allowing the entrance of SARS-CoV into cells \[[@bb0165]\].Fig. 9Effectiveness of the link between SARS-CoV-2 S protein and ACE2 in the presence of peptides. ACE2 binds to the RBD domains in the conformational states closed (A) and open (B) of the spike glycoprotein. Binding to the RBD domains does not occur between the S protein: *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII (C, D) and ACE2 complexes, S protein: PepKAA (E, F) and ACE2. Protein S is colored by SS; in magenta ACE2.Fig. 9

We already found that peptides induced conformational changes in the S protein ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}). To see if these changes could interfere in the interaction of that protein with ACE2 MD analyses were performed with the S protein:peptides complex with ACE2 ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}C--F). MD assays carried out with S protein:*Mo*-CBP~3~-PeII complexed with ACE2 in both open ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}C) and closed states ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}D) revealed that protein S still interacted with ACE2, but this interaction occurred in a different portion rather than the RDB domain. The complex formed by the open state of the S protein and *Mo*-CBP~3~-PeII ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}C) interacted with a portion far from the RBD domain. The same results were found when the complex S protein:PepKAA interacted with ACE2 ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}E and F). When complexed with PepKAA, the S protein could not correctly interact with ACE2.

4. Discussion {#s0090}
=============

COVID-19 disease is entirely new, and there is no treatment of even vaccine to protect people. Besides respiratory complications, COVID-19 can cause cytokine-mediated inflammatory responses in patients, leading to complications of the heart, kidneys and liver, as well as decreased platelet counts. All these complication are led by the overproduction of response proinflammatory cytokines such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin (IL) 6 and 1β \[[@bb0170], [@bb0175], [@bb0180]\]. The high transmissibility and infectivity of SARS-CoV-2 compared to SARS-CoV-1 and MERS are, in part, the result of a mutation in the spike protein \[[@bb0015],[@bb0075],[@bb0100]\].

The spike protein is a trimeric glycoprotein with two domains, S1 and S2, both critical for SARS-CoV-2 infection. In humans, the interaction between spike protein and ACE2 allows the entrance of SARS-CoV-2 in the lungs. The ability of SARS-CoV-2 to infect many different cells is supported by the interaction between the S protein and ACE2 receptor. ACE2 is expressed in many human tissues, such as lungs, liver, heart, kidneys, gut and brain. Thus, once inside the human body, SARS-CoV-2 can virtually infect all these tissues, leading to multiple infections. Because of that, the spike protein has been the target of many studies worldwide seeking ways to neutralize SARS-CoV-2 infection \[[@bb0035],[@bb0165],[@bb0185]\].

Based on its importance, the spike protein has been targeted by many research groups seeking treatment to COVID-19. Supercomputers and molecular docking assays have been employed to find an existing or develop a new drug that targets this protein and thus prevents SARS-CoV form infecting human cells \[[@bb0090],[@bb0095],[@bb0190]\]. We showed by molecular docking that *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA interact, respectively, with the S1 and S2 domains of the S protein ([Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}).

The lowest binding energy values were −814.4 and −674.9 kJ·mol^−1^, respectively, for *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA. That is 2.71 and 2.24 higher than the energy of arbidol to interact with the S protein \[[@bb0190]\], suggesting that both peptides have more affinity to bind with the S protein than with arbidol. Despite proven toxicity, some researchers are still analyzing chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine to treat COVID-19. Molecular docking analysis revealed that chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine have binding energies of 100 kJ·mol^−1^ and 137 kJ·mol^−1^ to interact with the spike protein. These values are too low compared to the values presented by peptides.

Another study reported molecular docking assays using other drugs against SARS-CoV-2 RNA polymerase (RdRp). The drugs galidesivir, remdesivir, tenofovir, sofosbuvir, and ribavirin bind with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp, with very low binding energies of −7.0, −7.6, −6.9, −7.5, and −7.8 kcal/mol, respectively \[[@bb0195]\]. Besides the low binding energies, SARS-CoV-2 RpRd might not be a good target because this enzyme can only be assessed during SARS-CoV-2 replication within the cell. By binding to the S protein, peptides prevent cell infection, and thus all the downstream process of SARS-CoV-2 entrance in cells.

Many studies have investigated drug repositioning to an available drug for faster development of treatment for COVID-19 \[[@bb0080],[@bb0200]\]. Wu et al. \[[@bb0200]\] conducted molecular docking screening using many already available drugs such as antihypertensive, antifungal, antibacterial and anticoagulant drugs. Some of them presented low affinity to interact with the S protein, so could not interfere in S protein-ACE2 interaction like the peptides presented here did.

Our experiments revealed that the energy of S protein and ACE2 is 899.0 kJ·mol^−1^. By showing energies of 814.4 and −674.9 kJ·mol^−1^, respectively, *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA can interfere in the S protein-ACE2 interaction. This interaction raised two questions: (i) What are the consequences of peptide interaction with the S protein?; and (ii) After interact with peptides, could the S protein bind to the ACE2 protein? The first question was solved by employing RMSD analyses. The RMSD values of the S protein after interaction with peptides were 1.331 and 1.342, respectively, for *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA ([Fig. 7](#f0035){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that by interaction with the S protein, these peptides induce conformation changes in it, which could lead either to no interaction or wrong interaction with ACE2. Vankadari \[[@bb0190]\] showed that the RMSD value of arbidol after binding to the S protein was 0.82, indicating a slight alteration in that protein\'s structure.

Indeed, after binding to peptides, the S protein can still bind to ACE2 but with very low affinity and in the wrong place ([Fig. 9](#f0045){ref-type="fig"}). The wrong interaction of the S protein with ACE2 has severe consequences for SARS-Cov-2. In humans, the domain (targeted by *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII) is responsible for interacting with ACE2 (angiotensin-converting enzyme 2) receptors in lung cells. After interaction with ACE2, the spike protein is cleaved by a cellular protease, releasing the S2 domain (targeted by PepKAA), responsible for the fusion between viral and cell membranes \[[@bb0035],[@bb0165],[@bb0170],[@bb0205]\]. These results strongly suggest that both peptides act by targeting the S protein and can block the interaction with ACE2 and thus inhibit the entrance of SARS-CoV-2, first in lung cells and then other cells \[[@bb0010],[@bb0210]\]. As happens with other viruses, without a cell to infect, SARS-Cov-2 becomes unstable and thus is naturally degraded.

ACE2 is an essential cellular receptor in many types of cells involved in the conversion of angiotensin (Ang) I and Ang II into Ang 1--9 and Ang 1--7 \[[@bb0185]\]. Its malfunction can lead to severe multiorgan damages. Based on that, when used in clinical trials, peptides might not show any collateral effects. Molecular docking assays revealed that *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA indeed bind to ACE2, but RMSD analyses showed that no conformational changes occur ([Fig. 8](#f0040){ref-type="fig"}). This suggests that although peptides bind to ACE2, its function in cells is not affected. In addition, the binding energy values indicate that peptides have more affinity with the spike protein than ACE2, which means that in the same environment, peptides will prefer to bind to the spike protein instead of ACE2.

Antiviral drugs already available, such as arbidol, chloroquine and hydroxychloroquine, have many side effects, such as diarrhea, nausea, vomiting, liver, and heart damage \[[@bb0060],[@bb0215],[@bb0220]\]. Compared to those drugs, the synthetic peptides presented here have no side effects, no hemolytic activity or toxicity to human cells \[[@bb0115]\]. This indicates that peptides, based on molecular docking, are potential molecules for use to develop new drugs, given their higher affinity with the spike protein without interfering with ACE2 activity, and absence of toxic effects.

The peptides have high potential against SARS-CoV-2. However, some limitations have to solve: (1) The peptides were only tested against the ACE2 receptor. However, there is an alternative receptor in the human lungs cells called CD209L, a C-type lectin (also called L-SIGN), which could be used by coronaviruses to cause infection \[[@bb0225]\]. (2) SARS-CoV-2 is an RNA virus that suggests a high mutational rate \[[@bb0225],[@bb0230]\], which makes it challenging to find a good target. Indeed, the peptides tested here could not prevent the mutations in SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Because of that, at the same time, peptides could be employed to disrupt the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 and ACE2, they also can be tested against the CD209L receptor by molecular dynamics simulations and against the SARS-CoV-2 RNA polymerase, to see if peptides could inhibit its activity. Further analysis will be carried out to increase the broad spectrum of peptides against SARS-CoV-2.

5. Conclusion {#s0095}
=============

This is the first study to report peptides as potential antiviral molecules that can be used to inhibit SARS-CoV-2 entrance in cells. These peptides can interact with SARS-CoV-2 S protein and block its entrance in human cells and thus inhibit infection and COVID-19 development. Further analyses are needed to prove this, but we can suggest that *Mo*-CBP~3~-PepII and PepKAA have potential for development of new drugs against SARS-CoV-2 and perhaps other viruses.

The following is the supplementary data related to this article.Supplementary Table 1Antiviral potential of synthetic peptides.Supplementary Table 1
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